Broomfield Weekly Bulletin
A hello from Broomfield!

Monday 29th June 2020

Hello everyone
Two weeks left! It has been very strange over the last few months and it doesn’t at all feel like the end of term—
even for those of us in school. It all feels a bit weird really.
This week you will get your school report and it also will tell you who your teacher is next year. Next week your
work will be based around transition and completing work for your new teacher. Our teachers are creating short
videos for you to watch as well as sharing stories with you. More information about your work to follow on
Monday.
This week is the start of National Art week for children. The theme for this week is ‘The Natural World’. Why
not create a piece of art linked to this and upload it to your teacher.
More information about this event can be found at:
https://engage.org/happenings/childrens-art-week/
There are some brilliant examples of the art that you have already created on our website in the gallery section.
Many of you have also learnt new skills such as bike riding, baking and crochet. Have a look and see if any of
your amazing work is there.
READING BOOK RETURN:
Before we closed in March we gave each of you at least 2 reading books. We are
currently re-organising the library and would appreciate it if you could drop them
off at the school entrance and place them in the box by the end of the week. When
ready, these can then be added to our libraries.

Your teachers have chosen their Stars of the week.
Congratulations to:
Mrs Waldrom - Callum B & Ivy S
Miss Chapman– Joshua C & Kimberley M
Mrs Parish/Mrs Bond— Archie E-D & Izzy P
Miss Trowbridge— George W & Charlie W
Miss Smith— Daisy M & Theo L
Mr Rowley— Ollie C & Jessica J
Mr Tyler— Lauren P & Leah P
Miss Jex— Leah C & Alfie P
Miss Allison

Have a good week again everybody…
Look after yourselves and each other—until next time
goodbye from Clover who had her 6th birthday this
weekend and a soggy bean juice me!
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Messages for families...
Dear all
Firstly I would like to thank the families involved for their swift action in collecting their children and patience
when we needed to close two bubble groups last week. It has been greatly appreciated!
This week your children will receive their school report. We are sending them out by email from Wednesday and
all children should have received them by the end of the week. It does look very different and is shorter than
normal. The covering letter explains our judgements and also tells you who your child's teacher is for next year.
There is a new transition tab on the home page of the website—this is for next year. By the end of the week on
your child’s class transition page will be a video/videos of the teacher introducing themselves, showing the classroom environment, explaining about new entrances etc. as well as sharing some of the topics they will be learning
next year. The staff will also be sharing a story with the children too.
Next week the majority of the work sent out by the teachers on Tapestry/Seesaw will be transition activities. It
will be sent by their current teacher but will be read and reviewed by their next one.
We are currently finalising the processes for returning to school in August and this may still involve slightly
staggered starts and pick ups. We aim for school to look and feel as normal as possible for the children but
welcoming everybody back in one go needs some thought and there will be some safeguards that we need to keep
in place. All of this will be shared with you before we finish next week and confirmed over the summer to allow for
any Government changes/responses to the changing situation.
The virtual register below will be the last one for this term. At the end there is a section about holidays. This is
aimed at finding out how many children are going abroad during August and may not be back at the start if term
if quarantine procedures are in place based on the country visited.

RSE Policy update
Over the next year the new Relationships and Sex Education curriculum will
become compulsory for schools to teach. Our draft policy is on the school
website in the Statutory information section under policies. Please can you
read and send any comments via the office email by Thursday 9th July.
Many thanks
Thank you again for your
support—take care please.

Miss Allison

